
CLIENT PROFILE

A large, mid-western health system devoted to improving 
the quality, affordability, and accessibility of healthcare: 
100 locations, 14,000 employees, 2,000 physicians.

OBJECTIVE: DEMONSTRATE IMMEDIATE SAVINGS

To address the client’s need for building strategic sourcing 
capabilities internally, The Shelby Group was engaged to 
help support a multi-phase strategic eSourcing initiative 
that included identifying immediate savings opportunities.

Initial efforts were focused around a reverse auction for 
agencies supplying contract labor, which represented 
$5.5M in spend. The objectives of the initiative included:

•  Consolidating volume with fewer employment agencies

•  Creating cost-savings

•  Maintaining or increasing spend with diverse suppliers

•  Demonstrating effectiveness of a reverse auction solution

APPROACH: PROACTIVE SUPPLIER ENGAGEMENT 
WITH eSOURCING 

The Shelby Group worked closely with client 
Procurement leadership and their Master Service 
Provider (MSP) for clinical and non-clinical contract labor.

Business requirements were clarified and documented 
for the potential suppliers and an electronic request for 
proposal (eRFP) was distributed.

Following analysis of the eRFP, an on-line, dynamic pricing 
event was scheduled, known as a reverse auction. Each of 
the potential suppliers was contacted directly to ensure 
that they understood the process and were comfortable 
with the approach. For many, it was their first exposure to 
eSourcing technology.

A supplier training session and a mock reverse auction 
were provided to further prepare the suppliers.

RESULTS: ENGAGED SUPPLIERS DELIVER 
SUBSTANTIAL SAVINGS

Participation Rate: Out of 33 agencies invited to 
participate, 24 submissions were made representing  
29 agencies, an 88 percent participation rate.

Contract Labor Categories: Roles covered by the 
reverse auction included the following categories:

•  Nursing (local and travel)

•  Allied Health

•  Non-clinical

RESULTS OVERVIEW

•  Total annual estimated savings of 7 to 10 percent

•  71 percent of suppliers bid below the current baseline 
rates on 10 of 14 roles; in responding to a prior RFP, 
no suppliers bid below the baseline

•  Several diversity suppliers bid below the current 
baseline on every role and were among the lowest 
five bids in every case

Based on the success of the initial eSourcing initiative, 
the health system client plans to apply a similar approach 
to several additional clinical and non-clinical goods and 
service categories.
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